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THE BRAND NEW York Times bestselling 10-Day Green Smoothie Cleanse will jump-start
your bodyweight loss, increase your vitality, clear your brain, and improve your overall health
as you lose ten to fifteen pounds in just ten days.• Your body will also thank you for drinking
them as your wellbeing and energy improve to amounts you never thought possible. It really
is an experience which could change your existence if you stay with it!This book provides a
grocery list, recipes, and detailed instructions for the 10-day cleanse, along with suggestions
for getting the best results.If you successfully complete the 10-Day Green Smoothie Cleanse,
you will…Are you set to look slimmer, healthier, and sexier than you have in years? Receive
over 100 dishes for various health conditions and goals It also offers assistance on how to
continue to lose weight and keep maintaining good health afterwards.Made up of
supernutrients from leafy greens and fruits, green smoothies are filling and healthy and you
may enjoy consuming them. Lose 10– Eliminate stubborn body fat, including belly unwanted
fat•15 pounds in 10 days• Drop pounds and inches fast, without grueling workout routines•
Figure out how to live a healthier lifestyle of detoxing and healthful eating• Naturally crave
healthy foods so you do not have to diet once again• Then get ready to begin with the 10-Time
Green Smoothie Cleanse!
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I separate all quality recipes on ziploc bags and freeze them. What an incredible book! I love
bread, but I can survive without it; I'm now doing 100 leap squats a day in addition to working
out daily and doing cardio 3 days weekly.Im a 31 y/o. No kids. Married. With a 7:30-5:00 job. A
40 min commute. And a fitbit view to try to obtain at least 8,000 steps a time. I'll try my better
to eat this way forever. Hundreds of thousands of people's lives are getting changed thanks to
JJ which book!2/4/16UpdateHello everyone! Im only 5ft.I will revise this post with an increase
of results. I visited 125, then 135 and lastly 145.Good luck trying the program!As per my main
doc, my ideal pounds for my elevation and age ought to be 115-125. Awesome book!I really do
not consume sugars/sweets because I simply dont like them.I am not really doing the saltdrinking water flush. One more thing Im experiencing is normally something like hot-flashes
hahaha.)Weird craving Ive been having is salt. But I believe dinner is definitely what kills me.
Generally I cook a typical Hispanic meal: rice, coffee beans, and some type of meat. I also
bought Mag07 and wow!For about two years now, my weight hit the 130-135 mark.Since, I
bought another book with hundreds of green smoothie recipes. Great browse. But to cleanse
my program which I think is normally something I must say i need.In only four days I already
feel the difference: Im sleeping therefore much better. I have so very much energy and
somehow, Im always content (Im like this famous grumpy cat, therefore a happy encounter is
unusual in my own case haha).Quitting meats isn't a challenge (I was vegetarian for
approximately 3 years, until I created rashes and a weak inmune program).! Finally, I did so the
liver cleanse (8oz water and 2tbs apple cider vinegar) and my waist has gotten thinner.Im not
really a believer of diet plans or drastic changes in you diet plan. same with pasta. I didn't
possess the energy to move around like I did when I worked, so I gained weight.? The reserve
does not mention a limit on eggs. Oh my! I really like my beer at night. Yet, I have not missed it.
And I am not adding any proteins to my smoothies.My breakfast is usually tea with crackers,
for lunch I like soup, and dinner varies. Smart way to jump start a new beginning Yes, the First
couple of days are the hardest but once you get through this-it becomes second nature. But I
dont feel like is something bad. In the event that you feel hungry you get to eat any
vegetables or fruits of your choice. You also reach eat hard boiled eggs, which I under no
circumstances ate those many before in my own life hahaha. They are filling and incredibly
nutricious.? I did so some research and an average of 4-6 a day is completely healthful. I'm
having three a day. I am on my way to healthier shakes. My weakness is certainly beer and
buffalo wings. Not really my thing.! I will let my own body do everything on its own.By the way,
I decided to take pics everyday. Im drinking plenty of water which I always have, and a bought
a number of detox teas to change flavors.Lastly, just about all my substances are organic. Ive
been buying organic for a long time now. Im great without it ; Easy read. When I turned 26 my
weight began to change due to bad diet plan. My knowledge is an excellent one. I completely
suggest you try this program. The just side effect I experienced was just a little rash by my lip.
It went away in two hour and it happened on my first time. I dont eat salty either, it became a
habit after my dad got a heart surgery about a decade ago.. I would like to shed at least 30-50
pounds.Since a succesful end to my cleanse, I've continued with the modified version (2
smoothies and a HEALTHY meal).What makes the program easy is that you will be not
deprived from taking in at all. Maybe the sweat may be the way my program is cleansing. Im
not really adding sweetners either, but thats just because as I said before, I dont like sweets.
Five Stars Ordered twice It came used not “new” I thought I was getting a new reserve but
rather it came tattered and used. No filters used, filters dont cheat others but yourself! And, I
made a decision to use the same clothing when taking the photos so that the results are

hopefully, more noticeable. I started viewing what I was eating about 2 yrs ago, but loosing
that extra weight was not easy. My ideal excess weight used to be 106-110.My apologies for
not updating this post earlier.5 inches of my hips.So, I uploaded all other pics. I just wake up
sweating and with my own body tempeture up.My total loss was 10 pounds and I continue to
be at 125. This Book is awesome, I did the 10 time Green smoothies with some workout I
dropped 20 pounds and 18 inches. However, I am thinking about doing the cleanse once again
soon; I’m not often very picky but if I paid for a new one that’s what I want to receive. I love the
group on Facebook and I really like the book! To me this is the most interesting section of all. I
continue to indulge on buffalo wings and beer on the weekends and my results continue to be
the same. Im also extremely active in JJ Smith's twitter accounts because the program worked
like a charm in my case. I eat 2-3 meals and experience just fine. However, and once again, my
meals are healthful. I kinda became a pesquetarian, all I eat is usually fish and lots of
vegetables.On another note, I gave a go to three different things stated in the publication: seasalt water flush (I add a lime to it to make it easier to beverage) and oh my if I recommend it, it
makes me feel digestively clean :). But when I don't cook, hubby and I simply order meals
(pizza or Chinese). JJ Smith is correct about those pills, is a good way to remain regular and
help your digestive system stay healthy. Fruits will be the love of my life.I continue to visit the
book all the time. I get quality recipes from presently there, and I just go back to her numerous
tips. I've not been able to weight less than that. I like JJ Smith's quality recipes better because
are much less sweeter, but non-etheless, the other publication helps me match my routine
too.We developed a way: Once a month I get a shopping list ready.What an incredible book!
The night time before I take them out and performed! I waste virtually no time making my
daily dose of health. I'll definitely start this cleanse within the next week. Mine was a little one
and I acquired to make a smoothie at a time (no time for that in the am). Im totally deeply in
love with my new blender because I make 2-3 cups of the same smoothie
simultaneously.Feel free to ask me questions.I continue to recommend the reserve.
Incidentally, on the weekends I rarely drink smoothies; I really like my new diet plan and how
Personally i think generally, and thats all thanks to JJ Smith.Last note: people constantly
compliment me on my skin and hair, people do notice my weight reduction, and people
continue steadily to talk about how cheerful I am more often than not that i find hillarious
presented how grumpy I am ha!Best of luck to those taking into consideration the cleanse. I
really like this book it is rather helpful I really like this book it is rather helpful. I implemented
directions and shed 12 pounds in 10 days and the smoothies taste well too This is an incredible
and incredibly helpful book This is an awesome and incredibly helpful book, i've lost 15
pounds on my first 10 days of this journey I thank GOD for JJ Smith for discovering this life
changing book and i recommend it to everyone who what to live a healthy life. 41 AND
PERSONALLY I THINK 21 AGAIN IN 4 DAYS! THIS CLEANSE IS THE TRUTH! Today is July 3rd
and I'm on day 4 of the 10-Day Green Smoothie Cleanse and I am almost 10 pounds down.. I
am a naturally curvy woman and have never been overweight. Great Book Great recipes and
incredibly inspiring. I've never been much of a big eater, but I am Southern and from Louisiana
and our food includes rice and other solid gravies that may cause fat gain if you're sedentary.
However the beer? In any case, I decided to start walking 10,000 methods a time and because
I have anemia and hypothyroidism I made a decision to try the altered version of the 10-Time
Green Smoothie Cleanse and was shocked! In mere 4 times I am down a dress size! I would
recommend this book for anybody remotely interested in detoxing, as that is my main reason
for reading the publication. My energy is usually through the roof and I feel like I'm 21 though I

just turned 41. I continue steadily to crave fruits and vegetables every day. It's very an easy
task to stick to and you won't be hungry. If you can make it past the first 48 hours, you can do
all 10 days with ease. This book is very informative and it provides great smoothie recipes. On
top of that, the approved foods to start out the cleanse is very affordable. That just means
temporary transformation=body harm. JJ has a 30 day squat challenge and I already do 100
squats a day. You have to do what the book tell you, you will feel horrible for the initial couple
of day time. I cannot wait to find what my 10 day outcomes will end up being. This is simply
not a diet plan, it's a lifestyle. Put simply, Im kinda regular.. I'm so grateful to JJ for sharing this
with the world. When you have weight to reduce or if you want to cleanse and detox, I highly
recommend this cleanse and this book! It has transformed countless lives!I usually was
underweight. I dont know how to achieve that! I made a decision to try the cleanse and shed
11. 6 lbs, 4.5 inches of my waist, 5. Contrary to popular belief, I couldnt figure out how to do it +
Im a active girl. This is simply not diet, but a lifestyle switch. I am still performing my green
smoothies each morning and healthy snack foods and meals during the day. This Book is
awesome, I did the 10 day time Green smoothies with .. I was tired of pills, teas, and diet plans
that didn't work. 125 is ideal in my case given my height and age. Doing jump squats and sumo
squats provides me feeling amazing. Creating my grocery list now!I made a decision to give
this reserve a try never to achieve my ideal excess weight, I gave up on a while ago. Quick and
easy to understand.I also bought a Ninja blender. I don't look at the scale much since
sometimes we lose inches and not pounds, but I feel amazing. There is significant weight loss
possible on this cleanse, but I am even more interested it the reclaiming of healthcare lifestyle
change versus weight loss. Definitely well worth reading! I obtained weight during the last few
years because I wasn't eating enough and my rate of metabolism was very slow. I really like
trying new recipes which help tremendously.. I also snack on fruits and vegetables that are not
area of the smoothy of your day, that way I really do not loose motivation.. Thank you JJ Good,
practical information on smoothies! Good, practical information on smoothies! However, I
really like pickled veggies, therefore i guess thats where the craving originates from. It’s worth
it! Im not that much into dairy. I’m hooked I shed 9 pounds! Im hooked on smoothies for now! I
lost weight! The gift to myself that keeps going. Simple recipes. I rather to obtain that protein
from organic eggs. I've read it twice already. I want to start to see the difference my self. not to
lose weight, but to eliminate xmas/new yrs/holiday toxins :)I have to admit that my diet plan
completely changed. As for the reserve itself, it’s awesome!
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